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Summary

It has been shown that the centred systematic sampling provides an efficiency
robust estimator in the sense that it maintains its superiority vis-a-vis the
other competing estimators in the face of a variety of conditions thatare
assumed to-characterise the population. A method ofsampling called 'extreme
point sampling' has been proposed for populations consisting solely of linear
or quadratic trend. Also modifications of Yates'and corrections and'centred
systematic sampling have been suggested toremove the effect ofa parabolic,
trend. Appealing to the work ofRoyall and Herson [4], we have shown that
the ceiitred systematic sampling provides the best linear unbiased estimator
under the superpopiilation linear and quadratic trend models.

Keywords: Simple random sampling, Systematic sampling. Linear trend,
Stratified sampling, Parabolic trend, Quadratic trend, BLUB.

Introduction '

Consider a finite population of size N, the units of which are identified
by the labels 1,2, ..., Nand ordered in increasing size of the label. It
is assumed that the population size Nis expressible as a product of the
sample size n and some integer k, i.e., N = nk. Ths usual systematic
design classifies Nunits of the population into k> 2classes S^,....

where S, is then randomly selected. The population mean 7iv =
(>>1 + + . . . + yN)IN is estimated by if5'i is selected, where 5>„is
the mean of^-values for the n-units in S^. The end correction method due
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to Yates [5] involves the usual systematic sampling but the estimator of
TyviS ' .

if St is selected. Method of centred systematic sampling proposed by
Madow m is to select the class S.i+o/s if^ is odd and to randomly
select one ofthe two classes and 5,^+2),a, th_e probability ofselection
for each being ^ if k is even. The estimator of Fat is equal to J>(i;+i);2 for
k odd, to pkh or to J>(s+2)/3 for k even.

2. Population with Linear Trend

Acomparison uf the usual estimator under systematic sampling with
the estimators under simple and stratified random sampling is available
in the literature for a population represented by a linear trend model,
with and without end corrections applied to systematic sampling. If, in
place of such alinear trend model under fixed population approach, we •
employ a superpopulation linear trend model, the ranking of the three
estimators, in order of precision remains unchanged provided the end
corrections are not invoked for systematic sampling (see, e.g. Konijn, [2]).
But a natural question arises as to what will be their relative performance
after the end corrections are applied to the estimator under systematic
sampling of alternatively, sonie other method of systematic sampling is
used to eliminate the linear effect.

Bellhouse and Rao [I] have compared the performances ofthe four
methods of systematic sampliiig (viz., the end correction method, centred
systematic sampling, modified systematic sampling and balanced system
atic sampling) which eliminate the effect of the linear trend in the
population. They noted that the four methods performed almost similarly
under a superpopulation linear trend model which differs from our model
(2.1) in the sense that they have considered E(ef) = which corres
ponds to g = 0in (2.1). However, the authors showed that, for a super-
population quadratic trend model (comparable to our model (3.7) with
g= 0), th<? centred Systematic sampling for kodd is the best followed
by the systematic sampling with end corrections as the next best.

In the present and the immediately following sections, astudy is under
taken with a view to comparing strategies involving systematic sampling
(with and without end corrections) and centred systematic sampling (for
k odd or even) with those employing simple and stratified random sampl-
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ing for more general models representing linear and quadratic trends
under the fixed population and superpopulation approaches.

In the context of the superpopulation approach, it would be apt to
pomt out that a more plausible viewpoint is to assume that the finite
population itself is a sample from a hypothetical infinite population
called superpopulation, and the values of the successive ^units of the
population increase in accordance with the following linear model .

= (A + A + et (/• = 1, 2 N) (2.1)^
where and 9i are constants and the random error e, has the properties

£(e,) = 0, E(et e,) = 0(/ zjt j) and E(e^) = '\^g (g >o) (2.2)
The symbol E denotes the expectation with respect to the suoer-
population. . ^

Let j),„. j)^) and jpW be the estimators of Jn under simple
random sampling, stratified random sampling, systematic sampling
systematic sampling (with Yates' end corrections) and centred systematic
samphng, respectively. The corresponding average (anticipated) variances
of the estimators under the above superpopulation set-up are given by

I ,

and

1=1

mM = e; + f ,
i=l
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The five strategies can now be compared for any value ofg. On the basis
of these average variances, the following conclusions emerge :

• \

(i) The estimator ismost eflBcient among all the estimators con
sidered here for g = 0, 1,2 and whatever may be k, evenor odd.

(ii) fit is superior to yran, but unlike in thecase of (fixed-popula
tion) linear trend model, is conditionally superior to J>,o„ and J>,<
as detailed hereafter. The estimator will perform better than
the estimator Jroii if ;

0) f"'""

for g- = 1
{k+D ^

(.nk+ 1) os
Hk+l) '

and it would be superior to pn if :

A:Mh- 1)°
(i) ^<- 2n

0?
(iii) A. < -^

«<|)

for g = 2

for f = 0

for g = 1

for g = 2

2".
»=i

if fc is odd

(2/ - 1) A: + 2

. (4fc'+ 5jfe - 1) , ink-h 1) 4(A:- J)
'f' = 5(n-m' + C«-l)fc ^
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3. Population with Parabolic Trend

195

In this section, we consider a model consisting of a quadratic com
ponent for both the fixed-population and superpopulation approaches.
We shall first examine the performance of the aforesaid strategies assum
ing the model

3'< ™ (* + i®i + 1*02 («• = 1, 2, N) (3.1)

under the fixed-population approach, [x, 0i and 63 are constants. The
variances for j>ran, J>s«, and under the model (3.1) are obtain
ed as

y(^ran) — '
{k — 1) (nfc + 1)

12

ijc* - I)r

"(01 + nk+I 0,)« + 0J
(say)

(5n*k'' - 4 - 4k')

= A

(3.2)

= B

(3.3)

V{^.d =

V{hy)

{6, + nk+A%y +
\2n L

(fe* - 1)
12

(0, + nfc + 1 0j)» +

15

(k> - 4)
• 15

m(0) = (fe'- 1) (2fe» - 3)
60 *

and

^ '̂.7 e,\ if kis odd
144 '

if A: is even

eS

(say)

= C (say)

(3.4)

. (3.5)

(3.6)

It is obvious that if we exclude the case 0i — — {nk + 1)
best of all the competing estimators considered here, followed by as
the next best estimator. It may be noted that for « = 1, (3.2), (3.3) and
(3.4) are equal. For « > 2 and barring the case ©i = — (nk + 1) 0,,
the ranking of the three estimators, namely, pran, P't and pty is the same
as in the, case of a population with linear trend.

If we assume the finite population to be a sample from a superpopula
tion, the quadratic trend model would be written as

+ '01 + a = 1,2 N) (3i7)
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where the random error has the properties as,stated in (2.2).
Subject to the model (3.7), the average variances under the five sampl

ing strategies are obtained as

EV{y,an) = A -\-
X(fc - 1)

n'k'

EV{y,t) = B +
X(k- \)

EV(S>.,) = C +

EV(m =

A(A: - n

rPk*

60

N

2
i=l

N
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N
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1=1
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N
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k
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it is clear from the average variances that, if we exclude the case Oj =
— (n/c. + 1) 02, the estimator retains its bestness among the five esti-
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, mators under supcrpopulation quadratic trend model for 5 = 0, 1,2.
is superior to j?,an and ^,y excepting in the case 9i = —(nk + 1) 0,.

However, is more efficient than if :

(i) A <

(ii)

(iii) A <

(ii) A<

(iii) A<

where

(a - 0(« - D'A:'

(k+ 1)

2(a - - IW

(A: + 1) {nk + I)

2 (a - ?)

4 {k+ 1)

and it would be superior to j>s{ if :

(i) X<(p - ^')(« -

2 (P - ^') (n -
(nk + 1)

2 (P - I') .
•

for = 0
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for g = 2

for ^ = 0

for ^ = 1 '

for g = 2

(nk + 1)
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15
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^ To
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and

1
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+ 5Ar - 1) (nk + 1) A(k 1)
S(n-\yk^ (n-\)k lik '

It is evident from the above results that, if Yates' end corrections are
applied, the systematic sampling strategy performs better than simple and
stratified random sampling strategies insofar as linear and quadratic
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trend models under the fixed-population approach are concerned, while
the same could not be said to hold under the superpopulation linear and
quadratic trend models unless certain conditions spelt out earlier are
satisfied.

It may be pointed out that the centred systematic sampling is devoid
of the process of randomisation for k odd, and is nominally random for
k even. This motivates us to present it in ah entirely model-oriented
perspective in Section 6.

The above discussion clearly reflects that, in considering the model
(3.7), we have visualised two kinds of departures from the superpopula
tion model (2.1). The first kind of departure from (2.1) is conceived in
the from of a quadratic component as incorporated in (3.7), and the
second one relates to a breakdown of the variance function as envisaged
via the choice of ^ ( = 0, 1,2). Viewed against this backdrop, the cen
tred systematic sampling provides an efficiency robust estimator against
these two kinds of departures from the superpopulation linear trend
model, in the sense that it maintains its bestness (as measured by aveiage
variances) amongst the potentially conceivable competing estimators.

The notable performance of centred systematic sampling in the presence
of a quadratic tread in the population can be traced to the fact that the
sample selected leads to an estimate which is very close to the population
value. In other words, if there is a population with a quadratic trend,
the centred systematic sampling tends to substantially eliminate the effect
of the quadratic trend.

4. A New Sampling Scheme

If there is a population consisting solely of a linear trend, we may
adopt a simple scheme of sampling which consists in drawing the first
and the last units of the population. An advantage of this sampling is
that the sample mean will coincide with the population mean for both
the cases N = nk and N nk. Besides, one can manage wjth a sample
of size 2 only, whereas in other sampling schemes, we have usually /i > 2.
Such a scheme of sampling which helps to eliminate the effect of a linear
trend economically will be called extreme-point sampling.

If denotes the estimator of for extreme-point sampling, then

V ) = 0 when there is a perfect linear trend However, for the super-
population linear trend model (2.1), the extreme point sampling strategy
is as good as centred systematic sampling for n = 2 and g = 0, 1. It
is thus clear that the former would also perform better than systematic
sampling with and without end corrections under the conditions men-
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tioned in the preceding line.
In the case of a population with a quadratic trend represented by (3.1),

the ;'-values on the first and the last,units under the extreme-point sampl
ing may be multiplied by suitable weights in order to ensure the equality
of the sample mean and the population mean, eliminating thereby the
effect of a quadratic trend. The desired weights for the case N = nk are
worked out to be (1 + <^>) and (1 — 4>) for the first and the last observa
tions, respectively, before taking the average where

ink — 2)02
: 9 =r

3[0i + nk + lej

5. Extended End Corrections

The extension of Yates' end corrections in the case of a population
with quadratic trend modelled as (3.1) would yield the following weights
by which the first and the last observations in the systematic sample Ohe
ith column, i' = \,2, . . . ,k) should be multiplied before taking the
average :

weight for the first observation =1+7]

weight for the last observation = 1 —

where v] =

n[('•'-^^) 01 + i'^ + i'k{n-\)

h]
, (fc + 1) (fc - 1 - 3nk)

6

(n - 1) A: [01 + {(« - 1) A: + 2/'} 0^]
(5.1)

If the above end corrections are applied to remove the efi"ect of a
parabolic trend, the systematic sample mean for the model (3.1) would
reduce to

+ ("fc + n (2«fc + 1)

which is the population mean and hence V ) = 0.
In order to eliminate the effect of a quadratic trend, the centred, syste

matic sampling may also be subjected to end corrections. When k is odd,
the weights by which the first and the last observations of the class
S(.k + l)/2 are to be multiplied before taking the average are (1 + Z)
and (1 — Z), respectively, where Z is the value of in (5.1) with i' =
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(k+l)l2. Similarly one may easily work out the end corrections when k
is even.

6. Best Linear (Model) Unbiased Estimator in the Presence of a Trend

We have remarked in Section 5 that the centred systematic sampling,
is, by and large, devoid of process of randomisation. This feature motiv
ates us to investigate the performance of the estimator based on centred
systematic sampling in the light of the characteristics of the sample at
hand. Hence,' we will now examine such an estimator under a purely
model-based approach. In what follows, the design properties are com-,
pletely dispensed with.

Let xt denote the value of the auxiliary variate on the ith unit. If we
now visualise the label i itself as the auxiliary variate x,-, then the models
(2.1) and (3.1) are comparable respectively to the usual linear and quad
ratic regression functions. Invoking the work of Royall and Herson [4],
we arrive at the following conclusions :

(a) Consider the model

yi —l'- Xi Si, ((^, 01 7^ 0, I = 1,2,..., N) (6.1)

wnere Eie,) = 0, E{eiej) = 0, E{ej) = Ax;. The ratio estimator is the best
linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) under the model (6.1) provided we
have a balanced sample of degree I, i.e., the sample mean of XiS should
coincide with the population mean of jc/'s. Siace we are considering Xi
as i, the use of centred systematic sampling readily yields a balanced sam
ple (ofdegree 1) when k isodd and an approximately balanced sample
if k is even. Thus, for such a balanced sample, the ratio estimator would
obviously reduce to an estimator which is just the mean of j' values in
this sample obtained by centred systematic sampling. To summarise it,
we may assert that the centred systematic sampling leads to BLUE under
the model (6.1) when the label is treated as an auxiliary variate. Further,
this estimator will remain optimal even when E (ef) =

(b) For the model

yt = 6iX( -+• 02 •'f? + (t'' ~ I, 2, . .. , N) (6.2)

where E(ei) = 0, Eieiej) •= 0, E{ef) = Xx,. the usual ratio estimator is
BLUE provided the following conditions arc satisfied :

in IN
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in IN
(ii) " •

i e., the sample is balanced up to degree 2. Since we are envisaging the
auxiliary variateXi as the label i, the centred systematic sampling furnishes
a sample for which the conditions (i) and (ii) are either fully or approxi
mately met, and hence the ratio estimator would reduce to the estimator
which is mean of y values in the sample drawn with centred systematic
sampling. In nutshell, the centred systematic sampling yields BLUE (or
nearly BLUE), under the model (6.2). Further, the optimality of this
estimator would not be disturbed, even when the variance function is
altered to'E(e;) = Aor

Besides, the optimality of the estimator based on centred systematic
sampling, in the context of model (6 2), reflects that the estimator is
robust against both the breakdowns in the model (6.1) consisting of a
quadratic term and the alteration in the variance function as spelt out
above.
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